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Abstract—This article introduces an original microcon-6
troller unit (MCU) design of numerical low-pass (LP) neg-7
ative group delay (NGD) function. The innovative theory8
of the numerical LP-NGD function is developed based on9
the first-order analog transfer function discretization. The10
infinite impulse response (IIR) LP-NGD is fundamentally11
formulated in function of the desired NGD value, cutoff12
frequency, gain, and the MCU sampling frequency. A STM3213
MCU proof-of-concept (POC) is tested to implement the14
IIR LP-NGD function. Different real-time tests with visual-15
ization of input and output analog signals from the MCU16
LP-NGD POC were performed. As expected, time-advance17
demonstration tests with milli-second short- and several18
hour long-duration time-scale with arbitrary waveform sig-19
nals from temperature and humidity sensors. The signal20
time-advance is not in contradiction with the causality. The21
proposed digital MCU function opens a potential future in-22
dustrial application of LP-NGD function via sensored signalQ123
anticipation.Q224

Index Terms—Circuit design, emulation, microcontroller25
unit (MCU), negative group delay (NGD), numerical circuit,26
time-domain demonstration.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

IN EARLY age of Industry 4.0 revolution, the role of re-29

mote communication is one of the design research engineer30

breakthrough [1]. The delay effect plays a major role on the com-31

munication system general performance [2]–[4]. For example,32

these effects are critical for reliable operation of remote-control33
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system. The quality of service (QoS) of remote sensing systems 34

forecasted Industry 4.0 factories to operate correctly depends 35

undeniably on the delay effects. The networked modern indus- 36

trial sensing systems present an open risk of anomaly detection 37

because of unintentional delays. So far, no rigorous solution is 38

available to overcome the time delay effects in almost all areas 39

of engineering [2]–[9]. 40

One can cite different challenges to be overcome to face up the 41

delay impacts. The signal delay degrades the digital communica- 42

tion QoS due to the wireless propagation channel dispersion and 43

data desynchronization [3]–[4]. In the area of automation and 44

control engineering, different industrial application examples 45

as optimal vehicle activities [5], networked control system, and 46

power system damping control [6] present performance limita- 47

tions because of the delay effect. Time-domain analyses confirm 48

that the stability of dynamic systems depend unavoidably to the 49

feedback delays [7]. 50

To take into account the delay effects on the system perfor- 51

mance, analytical, and modeling methods for the enhancement 52

of printed circuit board (PCB) signal integrity were proposed 53

[8]–[11]. Delay estimation techniques were developed for esti- 54

mating communication system performance [3]. Diverse estima- 55

tion techniques based on complex analytical signals [12] have 56

been developed. In addition to the noise effect issues, the group 57

delay (GD) limits undesirably the communication performances 58

[13]–[14]. 59

In the area of biomedical engineering, under the telemedicine 60

revolution, new generation of wearable biosensors is currently 61

developed [15]. The delay effects play also a vital role on the per- 62

formance of the wearable sensor signal monitoring. An innova- 63

tive photoplethysmography signal measurements of respiration, 64

oxygen, and blood pressure rate measurement were proposed 65

[16]–[18]. A technique allowing to use an optimal number and 66

positioning of multiple accelerometers for respiratory waveform 67

estimation is developed in [19]. To improve the medical sensor 68

performances, an advanced signal detection technique using 69

negative GD (NGD) function is developed in [20]. Under the 70

same challenge, an NGD predictor based on anticipatory relax 71

dynamics using basically a delayed induced feedback function 72

is proposed in [21] and [22]. 73

In electronics engineering, NGD microwave monolithic inte- 74

grated circuits have been employed to equalize the undesirable 75

signal degradations as regularly found in the PCBs [23]. This 76

NGD equalization technique was initiated in [24] for RC-effect 77
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Fig. 1. Illustration scenario of NGD application. (a) Delay penaliz-
ing system. (b) NGD corrected system. (b) Input and output signal
chronogram.

and to cancel out the signal delay. Fig. 1 illustrates a scenario78

of signal delay cancellation NGD application with delay sys-79

tem. Because of the NGD function, the delay between input80

signal vin and output signal vd is larger than that of vin and vn81

[delay(vin,vd)>> delay(vin,vn)].82

The technique was introduced in [25] to target industrial83

applications by overcoming multisensor time-delays. Acting as84

an unfamiliar function, it is worth to define what is the NGD85

function meaning. To answer to this curiosity, a brief state of the86

art about the NGD function will be described in the following87

paragraph.88

The NGD phenomenon was initially validated with low-89

frequency (LF) electronic circuits in 1990s [26], [27]. Despite90

the counterintuitive aspect, the NGD circuits can be designed91

and implemented like classical and familiar electrical circuits92

as filters, amplifiers, phase shifters, oscillators. The LF NGD93

topologies proposed initially in [26]–[29] were built with clas-94

sical electronic passive (R, L, and C) and operational amplifier95

components. The NGD phenomenon meaning was illustrated96

with time-domain experimentations showing the possibility to97

propagate the NGD output signal in time-advance with the98

input one [26]–[29]. This demonstration was realized with PCB99

showing an NGD output lamp lightened on before the input100

one [29]. This counterintuitive NGD phenomenon is not in101

contradiction with the causality principle [26]–[29]. For further102

understanding about the NGD concept, an investigation on the103

similitude between the NGD and linear filter gain behaviors is104

introduced in [30]. The concept of low-pass (LP) [31], [32] NGD105

function was initiated. Despite the research work progress in106

the area of electronics engineering, the NGD function remains107

an unmatured concept for most of industrial engineers. Open108

questions are regularly asked about the industrial potential ap-109

plications of the NGD function.110

For this reason, a completely original research work on the111

design of numerical LP NGD circuit is developed in the present112

paper. The LP-NGD function is implemented on microcontroller113

unit (MCU) operating in different time scales. The NGD func-114

tion can be potentially used as a pioneer work of anticipator115

for the real-time predetection of actuator and sensor faults and116

intelligent system diagnoses [33], [34]. The research work orig-117

inality relies on the MCU numerical LP-NGD function design118

and test. For the better understanding, this paper is organized119

in three main sections. Section II will describe the numerical120

LP-NGD transfer function (TF) theory. Section III will present121

the LP-NGD MCU demonstrator as proof-of-concept (POC).122

Finally, Section IV concludes this article.123

Fig. 2. Specific characterization diagram of numerical LP-NGD input
signal.

II. MCU DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF DISCRETE 124

LP NGD FUNCTION 125

Acting as one of the most unfamiliar digital function available 126

in the literature, it would be necessary to define the operating 127

input signal specifications before the theorization of the discrete 128

LP-NGD TF. 129

A. Input Signal and MCU Specifications 130

A LP-NGD function is dedicated to operate with base band 131

signal, which can be noticed by vin. The ideal specifications of 132

its frequency spectrum magnitude in dB of Vin(jω) are illustrated 133

in Fig. 2 by denoting the angular frequency variable ω. In this 134

diagram, the signal spectrum magnitude is assumed Vin = 0 in 135

the forbidden zone represented by the shadowed area. Signal 136

vin can present any arbitrary waveform but should be limited 137

bandwidth denoted ωmax. The signal minimal and maximal 138

strengths, denoted by Vmin and Vmax, need to be defined. 139

The MCU architecture is assumed powered by Vdd = V0. It is 140

mainly constituted by the block of computing core interfaced by 141

analog digital converters (ADC) and DAC as input and output 142

interfaces, respectively. The MCU operation is cadenced by 143

its internal clock generating the sampling clock supposed with 144

period denoted Ts = 1/fs (fs is the sampling frequency). Given 145

the case of input signal duration tmax, the MCU must operate 146

with time step following the integer index k = 01,2, …, kmax = 147

Ent[tmax/Ts] by denoting Ent[x] the superior integer part of real 148

positive x. The discrete input and output signals at the instant 149

time t = kTs are represented by 150{
vin(k) = vin(kTs)
vout(k) = vout(kTs)

. (1)

B. Theoretical Investigation of Discrete 151

LP-NGD Function 152

This section describes the main specifications and character- 153

ization of numerical LP-NGD function. 154

1) NGD Specifications: The NGD TF can be represented as 155

a single-input single-output block diagram, as shown in Fig. 3(a). 156

With the Laplace variable s, the associated analog TF can be 157

formulated byN(s) = Vout(s)/Vin(s). The NGD analysis in the 158

frequency domain is based on the consideration of magnitude 159

response, N(ω) = |N(jω)| and the GD defined by 160

τ(ω) = −∂ϕ(ω)/∂ω (2)

with 161

ϕ(ω) = arctan {Im [N(jω)] /Re [N(jω)]} . (3)
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Fig. 3. (a) Block, (b) GD, and (c) magnitude response diagrams of
LP-NGD function.

162

Fig. 3(b) represents the GD diagram specific to the ideal163

LP-NGD function, which is defined by two fundamental char-164

acteristics as follows.165

1) The NGD value at very low frequencies166

τn = τ(ω ≈ 0) < 0. (4)

2) The NGD cutoff angular frequency ωn = 2πfn, which167

is a root of the equation τ(ω) = 0.168

Fig. 3(c) highlights the LP-NGD magnitude response speci-169

fications. For the case of first order linear NGD system (which170

will be explored in the following paragraph), it associates three171

main characteristics.172

3) The minimal magnitude NdBmin = N0dB = NdB(ω ≈173

0), which should correspond to the magnitude at very LFs.174

4) The maximal magnitude NdBmax = NdB(ω ≈ ∞),175

which should be reached at very high frequencies.176

5) And the magnitude NndB = NdB(ω = ωn) at cutoff177

frequency.178

2) Canonical Form of First Order LP-NGD TF: With the179

real parameters defined previously Nn, τn, andωn, the canonical180

form of LP-NGD analog TF is defined as [31]181

N(s) = Nn(1 + τas)/(1 + τbs) (5)

where182

τa =
(√

τ2n + 4/ω2
n − τn

)
/2 (6)

τb =
(√

τ2n + 4/ω2
n + τn

)
/2. (7)

The integrity between NGD input and output signals, vin and183

vout can be quantified with the quantity Mn = N(ωn). The LP-184

NGD bandwidth magnitude flatness and maximal flatness factor185

can be assessed by the ratio, respectively, as follows:186

ξ(�) = Mn(�)/Nn (8)

ξmax(�) = Nmax(�)/Nn (9)

where the NGD value-bandwidth product187

� = −ωnτn. (10)

By considering the LP-NGD TF expressed in (5), the previous188

magnitude flatness factors are rewritten as189

ξ(�)

Fig. 4. LP-NGD TF magnitude flatness versus product ωnτn in
(a) semilog x-axis, (b) log-log plots, and (c) ratio from (9).

=

[√
4 + (

√
�2 + 4 +�)

2
]
/

[√
4 + (

√
�2 + 4−�)

2
]

(11)

ξmax(�) = (
√
�2 + 4 +�)/(

√
�2 + 4−�). (12)

3) Characterization of LP-NGD TF Flatness: The magni- 190

tude flatness constitutes one of the main parameters affecting 191

the LP-NGD function performance. It is particularly important 192

to investigate the LP-NGD TF magnitude variation range in the 193

NGD frequency band. Following this point, we considered the 194

general plot of the flatness defined by (11). Fig. 4 displays the 195

plots of these magnitude fastness factors in function of the NGD 196

value-bandwidth product varied from 0.01 to 10. The flatness 197

differences varied from 0 to 19 dB and we have Nmax/Nn>1 198

because τn < 0. 199

C. LP-NGD Numerical Function Expression 200

The original numerical LP-NGD function is originally elabo- 201

rated from the first-order LP-NGD canonical TF given in (5). In- 202

deed, the TF equivalent discrete form is derived from the equiv- 203

alent differential equation governing input vin and output vout. 204

To realize the time-advance behavior related to the LP-NGD 205

function, the input signal bandwidth should respect condition 206

ωmax ≤ ωn. The analytical combination of N(s) definition and 207

TF (5) implies the Laplace symbolic equation 208

Vout(s)−NnVin(s) = s [NnτaVin(s)− τbVout(s)] . (13)
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Fig. 5. Variations of LP-NGD IIR coefficients versus product ωnTs.

By supposing that the input signal is generated under the209

initial condition vin(t = 0) = 0. It can be derived with Laplace210

inverse transform the time-dependent differential equation211

vout(t)−Nnvin(t) = Nnτa
dvin(t)

dt
− τb

dvout(t)

dt
. (14)

The NGD function operation can be rigorously realized under212

condition |τn| = 4Ts. The discrete TF is designed by taking into213

account to the initial condition214

vout(0) = vin(1) = vin(0) = 0. (15)

The LP-NGD function discretization is established from the215

differential infinitesimal elements, dvin(t)/dt and dvout(t)/dt.216

By denoting the integer k = 01,2, …,kmax, we have the discrete217

quantities expressed as218

Δvin(kTs)/Δt = [vin(k + 1)− vin(k)] /Ts (16)

Δvout(kTs)/Δt = [vout(k + 1)− vout(k)] /Ts. (17)

Substituting previous (16) and (17) into (14), the numerical219

LP-NGD difference equation can be fundamentally formulated220

by221

vout(k + 1) = ζ2vin(k + 1) + ζ1vin(k) + ζ0vout(k) (18)

where222 ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ζ0 =

√
4+ω2

nτ
2
n+ωnτn√

4+ω2
nτ

2
n+ωn(τn+2Ts)

ζ1 =
Nn(ωnτn−

√
4+ω2

nτ
2
n)√

4+ω2
nτ

2
n+ωn(τn+2Ts)

ζ2 =
Nn

[√
4+ω2

nτ
2
n+ωn(2Ts−τn)

]
√

4+ω2
nτ

2
n+ωn(τn+2Ts)

. (19)

The LP-NGD infinite impulse response (IIR) coefficient vari-223

ations are semi-logarithmically plotted in Fig. 5 for the particular224

case of NGD cutoff frequency-value product ωnτn = 2π or fn225

= 1/τn. As the present study is aimed to the NGD analysis with226

LF signal and high sampling rate, we choose the small range of227

NGD cutoff frequency-sampling rate period product ωnTs from228

10-6 to 1. Coefficient ζ0 is decreasing and the two other ones ζ1229

and ζ2 increases with product ωnTs.230

It is worth noting that the initial value of the discrete variable231

allowing to realize a reasonable prediction must be232

k0 = Ent [τn/Ts] (20)

Fig. 6. STM32 MCU integrated circuit top view [37].

with Ent[x] represents the superior integer part of real x. 233

As a validation, the innovative LP-NGD numerical function, 234

original experimental results with STM32 MCU will be explored 235

in the following section. 236

III. LP-NGD NUMERICAL FUNCTION EXPERIMENTATION 237

WITH STM32 MCU 238

To verify the established numerical LP-NGD theory feasibil- 239

ity, a POC is designed via C-program code emulation driving 240

an STM32 MCU board. This section presents the first NGD 241

numerical experimental results based on the calculation and 242

measurement comparison. 243

A. Description of the MCU-Based LP-NGD IIR Function 244

A Nucleo L476RG development board using an 245

STM32L476RG MCU was used for this article [37]. The 246

MCU package is 64-pin integrated circuit. Fig. 6 presents 247

the top view of the employed STM32 MCU manufactured 248

by STMicroelectronics [37] and the active pins needed to 249

implement the LP-NGD TF. The MCU board is fed by V0 = 5 250

Vdc power from USB connector. The microprocessor operating 251

frequency is fixed at 80 MHz ADC are used in 12-bit precision. 252

The dynamic of operating input analog voltage can vary in 253

the range between Vmin = 0 V to Vmax = 3.3 V with quantum 254

resolution equal to ΔV = 800 μV under sampling frequency, fs 255

= 5.33 MHz. Then, the IIR NGD TF described in (18) is coded 256

in C-language program, as indicated in Fig. 7. 257

During program execution, analog input voltage applied on 258

pin PA0 is converted in a digital signal and processed. Output 259

analog signal is delivered from pin PA5 through the DAC. During 260

the operation test, the MCU configuration including the input 261

and output signal interactions with the microprocessor is carried 262

out by using the STM32CubeIDE software installed on the driver 263

PC as described by the experimental test of the following section. 264

B. Numerical LP-NGD Experimental Setup 265

Fig. 8(a) highlights the real-time experimental setup of the 266

STM32 MCU based IIR LP-NGD function. As indicated by 267
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Fig. 7. Numerical LP-NGD circuit code.

Fig. 8. (a) Illustrative diagram and (b) photograph of the LP-NGD
MCU-based experimental setup.

Fig. 8(a), the input pulse analog voltage provided by the signal268

generator attacks the MCU and visualized simultaneously with269

the output analog voltage from pin PA5. The MCU is powered270

by USB port connected to the driver PC. Fig. 8(b) displays the271

photo of the performed experimental setup. As photographed by272

Fig. 8(b), the input and output analog signals are transmitted to273

the oscilloscope through a 1m-long cable.274

TABLE I
TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 9. LP-NGD frequency responses: (a) magnitude and (b) GD.

During the test, the oscilloscope input impedance is config- 275

ured as Rin = 1 GΩ. The employed test equipment specifications 276

are addressed in Table I. Then, the tested signals are recorded 277

in csv format and replotted in MATLAB environment. It is 278

noteworthy that the MCU latency is about 21 μs. 279

C. Demonstration of Time<0 Signal Prediction 280

This section discusses the demonstration results with three 281

types of sensors. Prediction of arbitrary waveform signals in 282

different time-scales is presented. The Gaussian pulse and sinc 283

wave pulse signals were chosen for the LP-NGD time-domain 284

validation because of the following reason. 285

1) They present a limited bandwidth, which can be assumed 286

as the LP-NGD circuit cutoff frequency. 287

2) They enable to calculate the pulse duration in function 288

of the LP-NGD circuit cutoff frequency. 289

3) To show the LP-NGD signature with the time-advance 290

of leading- and tailing-edge between the input and output 291

pulses. 292

4) To demonstrate the signal integrity by comparing the 293

pulsewidth and amplitudes. 294

5) And to measure the magnitude effect by comparing the 295

maximum peaks of input and output pulse signals. 296

1) LP-NGD Function Frequency Responses: Before the 297

transient test, the LP-NGD circuit were synthesized under the 298

desired specifications, static gain N0 = 0 dB, cutoff frequency fn 299

= 1 kHz, and NGD value τn = -1 ms. Fig. 9 plots the magnitude 300

and GD frequency responses from MATLAB computations of 301

TF (5) in from dc to 1.7 kHz. These results confirm the LP-NGD 302

behavior varying from –1 ms to 0 ms in the LF interval [0 Hz,1 303

kHz] of the synthesized circuit. It is noteworthy that the gain at 304

the cutoff frequency is approximately 17 dB. A limited band- 305

width smoothed enough signal must be considered to realize the 306
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TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INPUT GAUSSIAN SIGNALS, AND COMPARISON OF

SIMULATED AND CALCULATED LP-NGD TRANSIENT SPECIFICATIONS

time-domain effect of the LP-NGD function. For this reason,307

the preliminary frequency domain analysis is necessary before308

the LP-NGD in the time-domain. To complete validation of the309

numerical LP-NGD function, time-domain measurement results310

will be examined in the following paragraph.311

2) Time<0 Demonstration With Numerical LP-NGD312

Gaussian Response: The LP-NGD transient analysis must be313

performed with smoothed signal presenting spectrum belonging314

to the NGD frequency band. Accordingly, the Gaussian wave-315

form pulse as input test signal is analytically expressed as316

vin(t) = Vmaxe
−(t−t0)

2/τ2
a (21)

with maximal peak Vmax = vin(t0), at instant time t0, and317

spectrum bandwidth depending to the time parameter [38]318

τa =
√

adB ln(10)/5/(πfa) (22)

where adB is the Gaussian spectrum attenuation at frequency319

fa. Knowing the maximal instant time t0, the LP-NGD cir-320

cuit transient characterization can be performed by rise-time321

advance τr = toutr − tinr , and fall-time advance τf = toutf −322

tinf , with vin(tinr,f < t0) = max[vin(t)]/2 and vout(toutr,f < t0) =323

max[vout(t)]/2, combined to voltage gain between the input and324

output signals325

a = max [vout(t)] /max [vin(t)] . (23)

And also, the input and output relative cross-correlation can326

be written as327

�(vin, vout)

=

∑kmax

k=1 [vin(k)− v̂in] [vout(k)− v̂out]√∑kmax

k=1 [vin(k)− v̂in]
2
√∑kmax

k=1 [vout(k)− v̂out]
2

(24)

where the input and output average values, v̂in =328 ∑kmax

k=1 vin(k)/kmax and v̂out =
∑kmax

k=1 vout(k)/kmax.329

The transient calculation was carried out with Gaussian signal330

with tmax= 20 ms and different parameters indicated by Table II.331

During the calculation, the time step was fixed to 0.1 ms and the332

IIR coefficients defined in (20) are {ζ0 = 0.191, ζ1 = −7.9,333

ζ2 = 8.71}. Fig. 10(a) displays the comparison between the334

MATLAB modeled voutC (black dashed curve), and measured,335

voutM (red dashed curve), output signals of Gaussian input (blue336

solid curve) defined by (21). The tested LP-NGD IIR is defined337

by coefficients {ζ0 = 0.553, ζ1 = −22.91, ζ2 = 23.36}. For338

the present case of Gaussian response, considerable output un-339

contestable time-advances are obtained for both leading- and340

tailing-edges. Based on this good correlation between model341

Fig. 10. (a) Calculated and measured LP-NGD MCU transient Gaus-
sian pulse responses. (b) Corresponding oscilloscope screenshot of
tested signals.

and measurement, the unfamiliar aspect of time advance is 342

observed, which is a typical signature of LP-NGD function 343

transient response. This sensational real-time result visualized 344

by the screenshot Fig. 10(b) is the first time experimental and 345

calculation validation of numerical LP-NGD circuit. 346

Moreover, Table II summarizes the LP-NGD transient char- 347

acterization parameters. It is noteworthy that the numerical 348

LP-NGD MCU input and output signal cross correlations are 349

better than 92%. 350

The generality of the sensational time-advance was validated 351

with two different arbitrary waveform and time-scale signals as 352

explored in the following paragraphs. 353

3) Numerical LP-NGD Sinc Waveform Signal Response: 354

Another transient test of the LP-NGD numerical circuit was 355

performed with 10-ms pulse duration and 1-V peak-to-peak 356

amplitude sinc waveform. The considered sinc signal presents 357

a frequency spectrum belonging into the NGD frequency band. 358

Fig. 11(a) displays the comparison between the calculated voutC 359

and measured voutM . Once again, the output signal time-advance 360

was observed, as seen in the screenshot of Fig. 11(b). During 361

the calculation, the time step was fixed to 0.1 ms. Once again, 362

based on this result showing about –1 ms time advance average 363

of output sinc leading and trailing edges, the STM32 MCU is 364

able to operate as a LP-NGD numerical circuit. In this case, 365

based on formula (24), measured and calculated output signals 366

have a relative cross-correlation of about 89.3% and 87.7%. In 367

addition to the signal generator input signal test, computational 368

investigation with more industrial context of sensored arbitrary 369

waveform signals plotted in several hours and very long-time 370

duration is examined in the following paragraph. 371
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Fig. 11. (a) Calculated and measured LP-NGD MCU transient sinc
waveform signal responses. (b) Corresponding oscilloscope screenshot
of tested signals.

TABLE III
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY WIRELESS SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS

4) Hour Time-Scale Arbitrary Sensored Signal Predic-372

tion: An illustrative industrial application case of LP-NGD373

function is described in this paragraph by using realm data374

recorded from temperature and humidity sensors. The realm data375

used in this paragraph were collected by sensors deployed on a376

student residence located in Douai city, in the north of France377

[39]. The adopted technology is wireless sensor network plat-378

forms based on a universal solution of the CLEODE company.379

Each smart-meter/device is set with a sampling time of Ts = 2.4380

min, and its characteristics are given in Table III. Thus, these381

configurations allow us to monitor the external environment382

of buildings. Fig. 12 illustrate the evolution of the outdoor383

climate during the experimentation (from Feb. 9, 2019 to Feb.384

21, 2019). On the top, we have the evolution of the outdoor385

temperature. That can take a value between 2 °C to 10 °C. In386

the bottom, we have the outdoor relative humidity. This last can387

take a value between 75% to 100%. In this case, the numerical388

LP-NGD function was synthesized under characteristics shown389

Fig. 12. LP-NGD responses of (a) temperature and (b) humidity
sensors.

TABLE IV
NGD FUNCTION SPECIFICATIONS, AND TEMPERATURE AND

HUMIDITY CROSS-CORRELATION

Fig. 13. Zoom in plots of LP-NGD responses of (a) [50 h, 100 h] and
(b) [150 h, 180 h] time-interval temperature, and (c) [50 h, 100 h] and
(d) [150 h, 180 h] time-interval humidity sensors.

in Table IV, τn = −3600 s = –1 h and cutoff frequency, 390

fn = 278 μHz. 391

The feasibility study is based 300 h (h) or 12.5 days duration 392

temperature and humidity measured sensored signals. The nu- 393

merical LP-NGD computed responses are presented in Fig. 12(a) 394
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and (b). The cross correlation between the input–output tem-395

peratures and humidity’s are 81.8% and 92.4%, as tabulated in396

Table IV, respectively. As illustrated by the time-domain results397

zoomed in time-intervals [50 h, 100 h] [see Fig. 13(a) and (c)],398

and [150 h, 180 h] [see Fig. 13(b) and (d)], an exciting result399

showing prediction of signal waveform is observed with output400

advance compared to the input under medium time-advance of401

about 1 h.402

IV. CONCLUSION403

The first-time investigation on design and test of LP-NGD404

numerical circuit was developed. The LP-NGD function was405

originally designed and emulated on STM32 MCU board [37].406

An innovative theory of LP-NGD IIR TF was established. The407

main specifications of the input signal susceptible to operate408

with the LP-NGD function were defined in function of the MCU409

specifications. The design method and implementation of the410

numerical LP-NGD function was described. Then, the canonical411

fundamental discrete function of LP-NGD numerical circuit was412

analytically introduced. The LP-NGD analysis and synthesis413

methodology was originally formulated in function of the NGD414

specifications.415

To validate the numerical LP-NGD function, an original416

experimental setup with STM32 MCU board was consid-417

ered as a POC. The numerical LP-NGD circuit was exper-418

imentally validated by millisecond short-duration and com-419

putationally validated by hour long-duration arbitrary wave-420

form signal testing. Results showed a very good agree-421

ment between the analytical computations and experimenta-422

tions were introduced and discussed. The numerical LP-NGD423

function industrial application was promisingly highlighted424

by arbitrary waveform sensored signals representing temper-425

ature and humidity 12.5-day duration data from embedded426

sensors.427

Compared with the traditional LP-NGD analog circuit, the428

investigated numerical NGD circuit presents.429

1) Benefits on i) the possibility to operate with long period430

signals having a duration of more than ten seconds (which431

cannot be treated with analog NGD circuits), ii) to inter-432

face the NGD circuit directly to digital signals, iii) to433

increase the order of LP-NGD circuit in order to widen434

the NGD bandwidth without increasing the physical size435

of the PCB prototype, and 4) to adjust negative delay pro-436

grammatically according to the needs, making it versatile437

for a wide range of applications.438

2) Disadvantages on i) the latency of the digital computa-439

tions and ii) the delay introduced by ADC and DAC im-440

pacting the NGD response. However, especially for long441

NGD targeted by this digital implementation, conversion442

delays are usually negligible.443

With this article, we envisage a revolution NGD technology444

for the future smart factories based on the sensored signal445

anticipation. To do this, the NGD MCU concept can be integrated446

in real-time simulation and deep learning interfaces [35], [36].447
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Abstract—This article introduces an original microcon-6
troller unit (MCU) design of numerical low-pass (LP) neg-7
ative group delay (NGD) function. The innovative theory8
of the numerical LP-NGD function is developed based on9
the first-order analog transfer function discretization. The10
infinite impulse response (IIR) LP-NGD is fundamentally11
formulated in function of the desired NGD value, cutoff12
frequency, gain, and the MCU sampling frequency. A STM3213
MCU proof-of-concept (POC) is tested to implement the14
IIR LP-NGD function. Different real-time tests with visual-15
ization of input and output analog signals from the MCU16
LP-NGD POC were performed. As expected, time-advance17
demonstration tests with milli-second short- and several18
hour long-duration time-scale with arbitrary waveform sig-19
nals from temperature and humidity sensors. The signal20
time-advance is not in contradiction with the causality. The21
proposed digital MCU function opens a potential future in-22
dustrial application of LP-NGD function via sensored signalQ123
anticipation.Q224

Index Terms—Circuit design, emulation, microcontroller25
unit (MCU), negative group delay (NGD), numerical circuit,26
time-domain demonstration.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

IN EARLY age of Industry 4.0 revolution, the role of re-29

mote communication is one of the design research engineer30

breakthrough [1]. The delay effect plays a major role on the com-31

munication system general performance [2]–[4]. For example,32

these effects are critical for reliable operation of remote-control33
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system. The quality of service (QoS) of remote sensing systems 34

forecasted Industry 4.0 factories to operate correctly depends 35

undeniably on the delay effects. The networked modern indus- 36

trial sensing systems present an open risk of anomaly detection 37

because of unintentional delays. So far, no rigorous solution is 38

available to overcome the time delay effects in almost all areas 39

of engineering [2]–[9]. 40

One can cite different challenges to be overcome to face up the 41

delay impacts. The signal delay degrades the digital communica- 42

tion QoS due to the wireless propagation channel dispersion and 43

data desynchronization [3]–[4]. In the area of automation and 44

control engineering, different industrial application examples 45

as optimal vehicle activities [5], networked control system, and 46

power system damping control [6] present performance limita- 47

tions because of the delay effect. Time-domain analyses confirm 48

that the stability of dynamic systems depend unavoidably to the 49

feedback delays [7]. 50

To take into account the delay effects on the system perfor- 51

mance, analytical, and modeling methods for the enhancement 52

of printed circuit board (PCB) signal integrity were proposed 53

[8]–[11]. Delay estimation techniques were developed for esti- 54

mating communication system performance [3]. Diverse estima- 55

tion techniques based on complex analytical signals [12] have 56

been developed. In addition to the noise effect issues, the group 57

delay (GD) limits undesirably the communication performances 58

[13]–[14]. 59

In the area of biomedical engineering, under the telemedicine 60

revolution, new generation of wearable biosensors is currently 61

developed [15]. The delay effects play also a vital role on the per- 62

formance of the wearable sensor signal monitoring. An innova- 63

tive photoplethysmography signal measurements of respiration, 64

oxygen, and blood pressure rate measurement were proposed 65

[16]–[18]. A technique allowing to use an optimal number and 66

positioning of multiple accelerometers for respiratory waveform 67

estimation is developed in [19]. To improve the medical sensor 68

performances, an advanced signal detection technique using 69

negative GD (NGD) function is developed in [20]. Under the 70

same challenge, an NGD predictor based on anticipatory relax 71

dynamics using basically a delayed induced feedback function 72

is proposed in [21] and [22]. 73

In electronics engineering, NGD microwave monolithic inte- 74

grated circuits have been employed to equalize the undesirable 75

signal degradations as regularly found in the PCBs [23]. This 76

NGD equalization technique was initiated in [24] for RC-effect 77

0278-0046 © 2021 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Illustration scenario of NGD application. (a) Delay penaliz-
ing system. (b) NGD corrected system. (b) Input and output signal
chronogram.

and to cancel out the signal delay. Fig. 1 illustrates a scenario78

of signal delay cancellation NGD application with delay sys-79

tem. Because of the NGD function, the delay between input80

signal vin and output signal vd is larger than that of vin and vn81

[delay(vin,vd)>> delay(vin,vn)].82

The technique was introduced in [25] to target industrial83

applications by overcoming multisensor time-delays. Acting as84

an unfamiliar function, it is worth to define what is the NGD85

function meaning. To answer to this curiosity, a brief state of the86

art about the NGD function will be described in the following87

paragraph.88

The NGD phenomenon was initially validated with low-89

frequency (LF) electronic circuits in 1990s [26], [27]. Despite90

the counterintuitive aspect, the NGD circuits can be designed91

and implemented like classical and familiar electrical circuits92

as filters, amplifiers, phase shifters, oscillators. The LF NGD93

topologies proposed initially in [26]–[29] were built with clas-94

sical electronic passive (R, L, and C) and operational amplifier95

components. The NGD phenomenon meaning was illustrated96

with time-domain experimentations showing the possibility to97

propagate the NGD output signal in time-advance with the98

input one [26]–[29]. This demonstration was realized with PCB99

showing an NGD output lamp lightened on before the input100

one [29]. This counterintuitive NGD phenomenon is not in101

contradiction with the causality principle [26]–[29]. For further102

understanding about the NGD concept, an investigation on the103

similitude between the NGD and linear filter gain behaviors is104

introduced in [30]. The concept of low-pass (LP) [31], [32] NGD105

function was initiated. Despite the research work progress in106

the area of electronics engineering, the NGD function remains107

an unmatured concept for most of industrial engineers. Open108

questions are regularly asked about the industrial potential ap-109

plications of the NGD function.110

For this reason, a completely original research work on the111

design of numerical LP NGD circuit is developed in the present112

paper. The LP-NGD function is implemented on microcontroller113

unit (MCU) operating in different time scales. The NGD func-114

tion can be potentially used as a pioneer work of anticipator115

for the real-time predetection of actuator and sensor faults and116

intelligent system diagnoses [33], [34]. The research work orig-117

inality relies on the MCU numerical LP-NGD function design118

and test. For the better understanding, this paper is organized119

in three main sections. Section II will describe the numerical120

LP-NGD transfer function (TF) theory. Section III will present121

the LP-NGD MCU demonstrator as proof-of-concept (POC).122

Finally, Section IV concludes this article.123

Fig. 2. Specific characterization diagram of numerical LP-NGD input
signal.

II. MCU DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF DISCRETE 124

LP NGD FUNCTION 125

Acting as one of the most unfamiliar digital function available 126

in the literature, it would be necessary to define the operating 127

input signal specifications before the theorization of the discrete 128

LP-NGD TF. 129

A. Input Signal and MCU Specifications 130

A LP-NGD function is dedicated to operate with base band 131

signal, which can be noticed by vin. The ideal specifications of 132

its frequency spectrum magnitude in dB of Vin(jω) are illustrated 133

in Fig. 2 by denoting the angular frequency variable ω. In this 134

diagram, the signal spectrum magnitude is assumed Vin = 0 in 135

the forbidden zone represented by the shadowed area. Signal 136

vin can present any arbitrary waveform but should be limited 137

bandwidth denoted ωmax. The signal minimal and maximal 138

strengths, denoted by Vmin and Vmax, need to be defined. 139

The MCU architecture is assumed powered by Vdd = V0. It is 140

mainly constituted by the block of computing core interfaced by 141

analog digital converters (ADC) and DAC as input and output 142

interfaces, respectively. The MCU operation is cadenced by 143

its internal clock generating the sampling clock supposed with 144

period denoted Ts = 1/fs (fs is the sampling frequency). Given 145

the case of input signal duration tmax, the MCU must operate 146

with time step following the integer index k = 01,2, …, kmax = 147

Ent[tmax/Ts] by denoting Ent[x] the superior integer part of real 148

positive x. The discrete input and output signals at the instant 149

time t = kTs are represented by 150{
vin(k) = vin(kTs)
vout(k) = vout(kTs)

. (1)

B. Theoretical Investigation of Discrete 151

LP-NGD Function 152

This section describes the main specifications and character- 153

ization of numerical LP-NGD function. 154

1) NGD Specifications: The NGD TF can be represented as 155

a single-input single-output block diagram, as shown in Fig. 3(a). 156

With the Laplace variable s, the associated analog TF can be 157

formulated byN(s) = Vout(s)/Vin(s). The NGD analysis in the 158

frequency domain is based on the consideration of magnitude 159

response, N(ω) = |N(jω)| and the GD defined by 160

τ(ω) = −∂ϕ(ω)/∂ω (2)

with 161

ϕ(ω) = arctan {Im [N(jω)] /Re [N(jω)]} . (3)
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Fig. 3. (a) Block, (b) GD, and (c) magnitude response diagrams of
LP-NGD function.

162

Fig. 3(b) represents the GD diagram specific to the ideal163

LP-NGD function, which is defined by two fundamental char-164

acteristics as follows.165

1) The NGD value at very low frequencies166

τn = τ(ω ≈ 0) < 0. (4)

2) The NGD cutoff angular frequency ωn = 2πfn, which167

is a root of the equation τ(ω) = 0.168

Fig. 3(c) highlights the LP-NGD magnitude response speci-169

fications. For the case of first order linear NGD system (which170

will be explored in the following paragraph), it associates three171

main characteristics.172

3) The minimal magnitude NdBmin = N0dB = NdB(ω ≈173

0), which should correspond to the magnitude at very LFs.174

4) The maximal magnitude NdBmax = NdB(ω ≈ ∞),175

which should be reached at very high frequencies.176

5) And the magnitude NndB = NdB(ω = ωn) at cutoff177

frequency.178

2) Canonical Form of First Order LP-NGD TF: With the179

real parameters defined previously Nn, τn, andωn, the canonical180

form of LP-NGD analog TF is defined as [31]181

N(s) = Nn(1 + τas)/(1 + τbs) (5)

where182

τa =
(√

τ2n + 4/ω2
n − τn

)
/2 (6)

τb =
(√

τ2n + 4/ω2
n + τn

)
/2. (7)

The integrity between NGD input and output signals, vin and183

vout can be quantified with the quantity Mn = N(ωn). The LP-184

NGD bandwidth magnitude flatness and maximal flatness factor185

can be assessed by the ratio, respectively, as follows:186

ξ(�) = Mn(�)/Nn (8)

ξmax(�) = Nmax(�)/Nn (9)

where the NGD value-bandwidth product187

� = −ωnτn. (10)

By considering the LP-NGD TF expressed in (5), the previous188

magnitude flatness factors are rewritten as189

ξ(�)

Fig. 4. LP-NGD TF magnitude flatness versus product ωnτn in
(a) semilog x-axis, (b) log-log plots, and (c) ratio from (9).

=

[√
4 + (

√
�2 + 4 +�)

2
]
/

[√
4 + (

√
�2 + 4−�)

2
]

(11)

ξmax(�) = (
√
�2 + 4 +�)/(

√
�2 + 4−�). (12)

3) Characterization of LP-NGD TF Flatness: The magni- 190

tude flatness constitutes one of the main parameters affecting 191

the LP-NGD function performance. It is particularly important 192

to investigate the LP-NGD TF magnitude variation range in the 193

NGD frequency band. Following this point, we considered the 194

general plot of the flatness defined by (11). Fig. 4 displays the 195

plots of these magnitude fastness factors in function of the NGD 196

value-bandwidth product varied from 0.01 to 10. The flatness 197

differences varied from 0 to 19 dB and we have Nmax/Nn>1 198

because τn < 0. 199

C. LP-NGD Numerical Function Expression 200

The original numerical LP-NGD function is originally elabo- 201

rated from the first-order LP-NGD canonical TF given in (5). In- 202

deed, the TF equivalent discrete form is derived from the equiv- 203

alent differential equation governing input vin and output vout. 204

To realize the time-advance behavior related to the LP-NGD 205

function, the input signal bandwidth should respect condition 206

ωmax ≤ ωn. The analytical combination of N(s) definition and 207

TF (5) implies the Laplace symbolic equation 208

Vout(s)−NnVin(s) = s [NnτaVin(s)− τbVout(s)] . (13)
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Fig. 5. Variations of LP-NGD IIR coefficients versus product ωnTs.

By supposing that the input signal is generated under the209

initial condition vin(t = 0) = 0. It can be derived with Laplace210

inverse transform the time-dependent differential equation211

vout(t)−Nnvin(t) = Nnτa
dvin(t)

dt
− τb

dvout(t)

dt
. (14)

The NGD function operation can be rigorously realized under212

condition |τn| = 4Ts. The discrete TF is designed by taking into213

account to the initial condition214

vout(0) = vin(1) = vin(0) = 0. (15)

The LP-NGD function discretization is established from the215

differential infinitesimal elements, dvin(t)/dt and dvout(t)/dt.216

By denoting the integer k = 01,2, …,kmax, we have the discrete217

quantities expressed as218

Δvin(kTs)/Δt = [vin(k + 1)− vin(k)] /Ts (16)

Δvout(kTs)/Δt = [vout(k + 1)− vout(k)] /Ts. (17)

Substituting previous (16) and (17) into (14), the numerical219

LP-NGD difference equation can be fundamentally formulated220

by221

vout(k + 1) = ζ2vin(k + 1) + ζ1vin(k) + ζ0vout(k) (18)

where222 ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ζ0 =

√
4+ω2

nτ
2
n+ωnτn√

4+ω2
nτ

2
n+ωn(τn+2Ts)

ζ1 =
Nn(ωnτn−

√
4+ω2

nτ
2
n)√

4+ω2
nτ

2
n+ωn(τn+2Ts)

ζ2 =
Nn

[√
4+ω2

nτ
2
n+ωn(2Ts−τn)

]
√

4+ω2
nτ

2
n+ωn(τn+2Ts)

. (19)

The LP-NGD infinite impulse response (IIR) coefficient vari-223

ations are semi-logarithmically plotted in Fig. 5 for the particular224

case of NGD cutoff frequency-value product ωnτn = 2π or fn225

= 1/τn. As the present study is aimed to the NGD analysis with226

LF signal and high sampling rate, we choose the small range of227

NGD cutoff frequency-sampling rate period product ωnTs from228

10-6 to 1. Coefficient ζ0 is decreasing and the two other ones ζ1229

and ζ2 increases with product ωnTs.230

It is worth noting that the initial value of the discrete variable231

allowing to realize a reasonable prediction must be232

k0 = Ent [τn/Ts] (20)

Fig. 6. STM32 MCU integrated circuit top view [37].

with Ent[x] represents the superior integer part of real x. 233

As a validation, the innovative LP-NGD numerical function, 234

original experimental results with STM32 MCU will be explored 235

in the following section. 236

III. LP-NGD NUMERICAL FUNCTION EXPERIMENTATION 237

WITH STM32 MCU 238

To verify the established numerical LP-NGD theory feasibil- 239

ity, a POC is designed via C-program code emulation driving 240

an STM32 MCU board. This section presents the first NGD 241

numerical experimental results based on the calculation and 242

measurement comparison. 243

A. Description of the MCU-Based LP-NGD IIR Function 244

A Nucleo L476RG development board using an 245

STM32L476RG MCU was used for this article [37]. The 246

MCU package is 64-pin integrated circuit. Fig. 6 presents 247

the top view of the employed STM32 MCU manufactured 248

by STMicroelectronics [37] and the active pins needed to 249

implement the LP-NGD TF. The MCU board is fed by V0 = 5 250

Vdc power from USB connector. The microprocessor operating 251

frequency is fixed at 80 MHz ADC are used in 12-bit precision. 252

The dynamic of operating input analog voltage can vary in 253

the range between Vmin = 0 V to Vmax = 3.3 V with quantum 254

resolution equal to ΔV = 800 μV under sampling frequency, fs 255

= 5.33 MHz. Then, the IIR NGD TF described in (18) is coded 256

in C-language program, as indicated in Fig. 7. 257

During program execution, analog input voltage applied on 258

pin PA0 is converted in a digital signal and processed. Output 259

analog signal is delivered from pin PA5 through the DAC. During 260

the operation test, the MCU configuration including the input 261

and output signal interactions with the microprocessor is carried 262

out by using the STM32CubeIDE software installed on the driver 263

PC as described by the experimental test of the following section. 264

B. Numerical LP-NGD Experimental Setup 265

Fig. 8(a) highlights the real-time experimental setup of the 266

STM32 MCU based IIR LP-NGD function. As indicated by 267
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Fig. 7. Numerical LP-NGD circuit code.

Fig. 8. (a) Illustrative diagram and (b) photograph of the LP-NGD
MCU-based experimental setup.

Fig. 8(a), the input pulse analog voltage provided by the signal268

generator attacks the MCU and visualized simultaneously with269

the output analog voltage from pin PA5. The MCU is powered270

by USB port connected to the driver PC. Fig. 8(b) displays the271

photo of the performed experimental setup. As photographed by272

Fig. 8(b), the input and output analog signals are transmitted to273

the oscilloscope through a 1m-long cable.274

TABLE I
TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 9. LP-NGD frequency responses: (a) magnitude and (b) GD.

During the test, the oscilloscope input impedance is config- 275

ured as Rin = 1 GΩ. The employed test equipment specifications 276

are addressed in Table I. Then, the tested signals are recorded 277

in csv format and replotted in MATLAB environment. It is 278

noteworthy that the MCU latency is about 21 μs. 279

C. Demonstration of Time<0 Signal Prediction 280

This section discusses the demonstration results with three 281

types of sensors. Prediction of arbitrary waveform signals in 282

different time-scales is presented. The Gaussian pulse and sinc 283

wave pulse signals were chosen for the LP-NGD time-domain 284

validation because of the following reason. 285

1) They present a limited bandwidth, which can be assumed 286

as the LP-NGD circuit cutoff frequency. 287

2) They enable to calculate the pulse duration in function 288

of the LP-NGD circuit cutoff frequency. 289

3) To show the LP-NGD signature with the time-advance 290

of leading- and tailing-edge between the input and output 291

pulses. 292

4) To demonstrate the signal integrity by comparing the 293

pulsewidth and amplitudes. 294

5) And to measure the magnitude effect by comparing the 295

maximum peaks of input and output pulse signals. 296

1) LP-NGD Function Frequency Responses: Before the 297

transient test, the LP-NGD circuit were synthesized under the 298

desired specifications, static gain N0 = 0 dB, cutoff frequency fn 299

= 1 kHz, and NGD value τn = -1 ms. Fig. 9 plots the magnitude 300

and GD frequency responses from MATLAB computations of 301

TF (5) in from dc to 1.7 kHz. These results confirm the LP-NGD 302

behavior varying from –1 ms to 0 ms in the LF interval [0 Hz,1 303

kHz] of the synthesized circuit. It is noteworthy that the gain at 304

the cutoff frequency is approximately 17 dB. A limited band- 305

width smoothed enough signal must be considered to realize the 306
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TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INPUT GAUSSIAN SIGNALS, AND COMPARISON OF

SIMULATED AND CALCULATED LP-NGD TRANSIENT SPECIFICATIONS

time-domain effect of the LP-NGD function. For this reason,307

the preliminary frequency domain analysis is necessary before308

the LP-NGD in the time-domain. To complete validation of the309

numerical LP-NGD function, time-domain measurement results310

will be examined in the following paragraph.311

2) Time<0 Demonstration With Numerical LP-NGD312

Gaussian Response: The LP-NGD transient analysis must be313

performed with smoothed signal presenting spectrum belonging314

to the NGD frequency band. Accordingly, the Gaussian wave-315

form pulse as input test signal is analytically expressed as316

vin(t) = Vmaxe
−(t−t0)

2/τ2
a (21)

with maximal peak Vmax = vin(t0), at instant time t0, and317

spectrum bandwidth depending to the time parameter [38]318

τa =
√

adB ln(10)/5/(πfa) (22)

where adB is the Gaussian spectrum attenuation at frequency319

fa. Knowing the maximal instant time t0, the LP-NGD cir-320

cuit transient characterization can be performed by rise-time321

advance τr = toutr − tinr , and fall-time advance τf = toutf −322

tinf , with vin(tinr,f < t0) = max[vin(t)]/2 and vout(toutr,f < t0) =323

max[vout(t)]/2, combined to voltage gain between the input and324

output signals325

a = max [vout(t)] /max [vin(t)] . (23)

And also, the input and output relative cross-correlation can326

be written as327

�(vin, vout)

=

∑kmax

k=1 [vin(k)− v̂in] [vout(k)− v̂out]√∑kmax

k=1 [vin(k)− v̂in]
2
√∑kmax

k=1 [vout(k)− v̂out]
2

(24)

where the input and output average values, v̂in =328 ∑kmax

k=1 vin(k)/kmax and v̂out =
∑kmax

k=1 vout(k)/kmax.329

The transient calculation was carried out with Gaussian signal330

with tmax= 20 ms and different parameters indicated by Table II.331

During the calculation, the time step was fixed to 0.1 ms and the332

IIR coefficients defined in (20) are {ζ0 = 0.191, ζ1 = −7.9,333

ζ2 = 8.71}. Fig. 10(a) displays the comparison between the334

MATLAB modeled voutC (black dashed curve), and measured,335

voutM (red dashed curve), output signals of Gaussian input (blue336

solid curve) defined by (21). The tested LP-NGD IIR is defined337

by coefficients {ζ0 = 0.553, ζ1 = −22.91, ζ2 = 23.36}. For338

the present case of Gaussian response, considerable output un-339

contestable time-advances are obtained for both leading- and340

tailing-edges. Based on this good correlation between model341

Fig. 10. (a) Calculated and measured LP-NGD MCU transient Gaus-
sian pulse responses. (b) Corresponding oscilloscope screenshot of
tested signals.

and measurement, the unfamiliar aspect of time advance is 342

observed, which is a typical signature of LP-NGD function 343

transient response. This sensational real-time result visualized 344

by the screenshot Fig. 10(b) is the first time experimental and 345

calculation validation of numerical LP-NGD circuit. 346

Moreover, Table II summarizes the LP-NGD transient char- 347

acterization parameters. It is noteworthy that the numerical 348

LP-NGD MCU input and output signal cross correlations are 349

better than 92%. 350

The generality of the sensational time-advance was validated 351

with two different arbitrary waveform and time-scale signals as 352

explored in the following paragraphs. 353

3) Numerical LP-NGD Sinc Waveform Signal Response: 354

Another transient test of the LP-NGD numerical circuit was 355

performed with 10-ms pulse duration and 1-V peak-to-peak 356

amplitude sinc waveform. The considered sinc signal presents 357

a frequency spectrum belonging into the NGD frequency band. 358

Fig. 11(a) displays the comparison between the calculated voutC 359

and measured voutM . Once again, the output signal time-advance 360

was observed, as seen in the screenshot of Fig. 11(b). During 361

the calculation, the time step was fixed to 0.1 ms. Once again, 362

based on this result showing about –1 ms time advance average 363

of output sinc leading and trailing edges, the STM32 MCU is 364

able to operate as a LP-NGD numerical circuit. In this case, 365

based on formula (24), measured and calculated output signals 366

have a relative cross-correlation of about 89.3% and 87.7%. In 367

addition to the signal generator input signal test, computational 368

investigation with more industrial context of sensored arbitrary 369

waveform signals plotted in several hours and very long-time 370

duration is examined in the following paragraph. 371
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Fig. 11. (a) Calculated and measured LP-NGD MCU transient sinc
waveform signal responses. (b) Corresponding oscilloscope screenshot
of tested signals.

TABLE III
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY WIRELESS SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS

4) Hour Time-Scale Arbitrary Sensored Signal Predic-372

tion: An illustrative industrial application case of LP-NGD373

function is described in this paragraph by using realm data374

recorded from temperature and humidity sensors. The realm data375

used in this paragraph were collected by sensors deployed on a376

student residence located in Douai city, in the north of France377

[39]. The adopted technology is wireless sensor network plat-378

forms based on a universal solution of the CLEODE company.379

Each smart-meter/device is set with a sampling time of Ts = 2.4380

min, and its characteristics are given in Table III. Thus, these381

configurations allow us to monitor the external environment382

of buildings. Fig. 12 illustrate the evolution of the outdoor383

climate during the experimentation (from Feb. 9, 2019 to Feb.384

21, 2019). On the top, we have the evolution of the outdoor385

temperature. That can take a value between 2 °C to 10 °C. In386

the bottom, we have the outdoor relative humidity. This last can387

take a value between 75% to 100%. In this case, the numerical388

LP-NGD function was synthesized under characteristics shown389

Fig. 12. LP-NGD responses of (a) temperature and (b) humidity
sensors.

TABLE IV
NGD FUNCTION SPECIFICATIONS, AND TEMPERATURE AND

HUMIDITY CROSS-CORRELATION

Fig. 13. Zoom in plots of LP-NGD responses of (a) [50 h, 100 h] and
(b) [150 h, 180 h] time-interval temperature, and (c) [50 h, 100 h] and
(d) [150 h, 180 h] time-interval humidity sensors.

in Table IV, τn = −3600 s = –1 h and cutoff frequency, 390

fn = 278 μHz. 391

The feasibility study is based 300 h (h) or 12.5 days duration 392

temperature and humidity measured sensored signals. The nu- 393

merical LP-NGD computed responses are presented in Fig. 12(a) 394
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and (b). The cross correlation between the input–output tem-395

peratures and humidity’s are 81.8% and 92.4%, as tabulated in396

Table IV, respectively. As illustrated by the time-domain results397

zoomed in time-intervals [50 h, 100 h] [see Fig. 13(a) and (c)],398

and [150 h, 180 h] [see Fig. 13(b) and (d)], an exciting result399

showing prediction of signal waveform is observed with output400

advance compared to the input under medium time-advance of401

about 1 h.402

IV. CONCLUSION403

The first-time investigation on design and test of LP-NGD404

numerical circuit was developed. The LP-NGD function was405

originally designed and emulated on STM32 MCU board [37].406

An innovative theory of LP-NGD IIR TF was established. The407

main specifications of the input signal susceptible to operate408

with the LP-NGD function were defined in function of the MCU409

specifications. The design method and implementation of the410

numerical LP-NGD function was described. Then, the canonical411

fundamental discrete function of LP-NGD numerical circuit was412

analytically introduced. The LP-NGD analysis and synthesis413

methodology was originally formulated in function of the NGD414

specifications.415

To validate the numerical LP-NGD function, an original416

experimental setup with STM32 MCU board was consid-417

ered as a POC. The numerical LP-NGD circuit was exper-418

imentally validated by millisecond short-duration and com-419

putationally validated by hour long-duration arbitrary wave-420

form signal testing. Results showed a very good agree-421

ment between the analytical computations and experimenta-422

tions were introduced and discussed. The numerical LP-NGD423

function industrial application was promisingly highlighted424

by arbitrary waveform sensored signals representing temper-425

ature and humidity 12.5-day duration data from embedded426

sensors.427

Compared with the traditional LP-NGD analog circuit, the428

investigated numerical NGD circuit presents.429

1) Benefits on i) the possibility to operate with long period430

signals having a duration of more than ten seconds (which431

cannot be treated with analog NGD circuits), ii) to inter-432

face the NGD circuit directly to digital signals, iii) to433

increase the order of LP-NGD circuit in order to widen434

the NGD bandwidth without increasing the physical size435

of the PCB prototype, and 4) to adjust negative delay pro-436

grammatically according to the needs, making it versatile437

for a wide range of applications.438

2) Disadvantages on i) the latency of the digital computa-439

tions and ii) the delay introduced by ADC and DAC im-440

pacting the NGD response. However, especially for long441

NGD targeted by this digital implementation, conversion442

delays are usually negligible.443

With this article, we envisage a revolution NGD technology444

for the future smart factories based on the sensored signal445

anticipation. To do this, the NGD MCU concept can be integrated446

in real-time simulation and deep learning interfaces [35], [36].447
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